
Embroidery Ring with Monkey
Instructions No. 1880
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 10 Hours

This monkey has made himself comfortable with a banana in his embroidery ring. This unique embroidery design was
created with two frames, various embroidery stitches, punch needling and light. An absolute eye-catcher on the wall in the
kids room.

Print out the individual parts of the template and glue the sheets together.
Place the template under the fabric and draw all the lines with the line-ex
pen (the lines of the pen disappear after a few hours) 

To clamp the fabrics proceed as follows: First, the small embroidery ring is
clamped so that the "inner" ring is on the fabric and the "outer" ring (the one
with the screw) is under the fabric. The fabric is then stretched together with
the small frame into the large quilt frame. This time the other way round -
inner ring under the fabric, outer ring on the fabric 

Start with the embroidery: lianas, plants and the banana were embroidered
with different embroidery stitches and Embroidery twist designed. For the
lianas, which hang out of the embroidery Cords formed with a few sewing
stitches and some Handicraft glue can be fixed. The contours of the monkey
were embroidered with a simple straight stitch. Tip: The basic stitches can
be taken from books in the embroidery section. In our decoration example we
used the back stitch, flat stitch, stem stitch, knotting stitch and daisy stitch.

The face, the belly, the ears, hands and feet are decorated with Fabric paint painted. The rest of the body was designed with the Punch Needle and Catania
wool. The areas designed with the Punch Needle are decorated on the back with Textile glue sealed. The piece of fabric inside the smaller embroidery frame
can now be cut away up to an approximately 2-3 cm wide edge. The edge is cut off with the help of Handicraft glue to the back around the wooden ring, so
that it is no longer visible from the front. Do the same with the fabric outside the large embroidery ring.

Now transfer the templates for the arm and leg to the rest of the fabric and design these body parts like the rest of the monkey with the punch needle and
Fabric paint. Cut out the arm and leg and fix the parts with Textile glue at the appropriate places on the frame.

For that certain something in our decoration example a chain of lights was draped behind the opening. The battery compartment can easily be hidden in the
back of the frame.

Article number Article name Qty
377232 Quilt frame, round 1
371384 Embroidery ring, height 8 mmØ 15,5 cm 1
365093 VBS Embroidery twist, Storage pack Megapack 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

361699-12 Schachenmayr "Catania"Colour 00162 1
384162 Rico design "Textile glue"130 g 1
360340 Prym embroidery needle assortment, with lace 1
120203 VBS Fabric painting brush, set of 3 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
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